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Solar axion
ü Axion

• Peccei-Quinn solution to the 
strong-CP problem

• Different from particle dark 
matter : production & evolution

• Axions would also be produced in 
the Sun 

ü Results from XENON1T in 2020
• Phys. Rev. D 102, 072004 (2020)
• 3 sigma signal from solar axion?
• 𝑚"	~	46-56 eV

Ø We test the axion-nuclear reaction 
(𝒈𝒂𝑵) and complement measurement.
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Solar Axion search using Iron-57アクシオン-原子核反応(gaN)に特化した検出方法
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where B —0 is the E2/M 1 mixing ratio. p, o and
p, 3 are the isoscalar and isovector magnetic moments,
respectively: IM, O

—1/2 —0.38 and IIL3 —4.71. p =—1.19 and g = 0.80 are the nuclear-structure-dependent
terms. go and g3 are defined as [12]
= a%I.ys(go + g3r3)N, (3)

s(6.2 X 106' (3F —D + 25'
go = —7.8 x 10 4( f /GeV )( 3 )

t62X10 5 1 —z
g3 = —78 X 10 (D+F), (5)( f /GeV ) 1 + z

m~
~z f m ~z 1.3 X 10= 1eV, (6)1+z f 1+z f /GeV

where D and F denote the reduced matrix elements for the
SU(3) octet axial vector currents and 5 characterizes the
flavor singlet coupling. The naive quark model (NQM)
predicts 5 = 0.68 [11],but the latest measurement shows
that S = 0.30 ~ 0.06 [13]. z = m /md —0.56 in the
first order calculation. m is evaluated to be 1 eV with
z = 0.56 and f, = 6.2 X 10 GeV. Using Eqs. (2)—(5),
Eq. (1) becomes

BE(T) = 4.6 X 10 ergsg ' s

106GeVx! C exp( —PT), (7)
a

(3F —D + 25'
!C(D, F, 5, z) —= —1.19! )

+(D+F) (8)1+ z'
where Pr » 1 is assumed in the solar interior. Our
estimation differs slightly from that of Ref. [11],because
a different value of Fe abundance in the Sun is used [9].
Equation (7) provides an estimation of the differential

axion Aux at the Earth,

R~ =Ao p, I „,7r/2,
op =2o.oyI /I

(11)
(12)

where o.oy 26 + 10 ' cm is the maximum res-
onant cross section of y rays [14], and I „, = 4.7 X
10 ' keV is the total decay width of the first excited
state of Fe. The factor 2 in Eq. (12) represents the
difference of the spin multiplicity between photons and
axions.

sharp peak in Fig. 1 corresponds to the axion flux eval-
uated with D = 0.77, F = 0.48, 5 = 0.68, z = 0.56, and
f, = 106 GeV . Also shown is the expected axion flux
generated through the Primakoff effect [6]. It is a strik-
ing fact that substantial axion emission is expected from
the nuclear deexcitation. The differential flux at Ey is
obtained to be

, (106 GeV)A =2.0 && 10' cm s 'keV ! ! C,)
(10)

where dependences on D, F, S, and z are included in C.
The effects of the nuclear recoil and of the redshift due
to the gravitation of the Sun are negligible. The former
decreases the axion energy by only about 1.9 X 10 eV
and the latter about 1.5 X 10 ' eV, which are negligibly
small compared with the width of the peak in Fig. 1.
In a laboratory, these axions would resonantly excite
Fe. The rate of the excitation is calculated as follows.

It is a reasonable approximation that d4(E, )/dE, =
A over the natural width of 7Fe, 6(10 neV), around
14.4 keV, because the width of the peak in Fig. 1 is
extremely broadened to about 5 eV. Hence the rate of
the excitation per Fe nucleus is

d&b(E, ) 1

dE 4m RE
exp$2vr rr(T)

(E. —E,)'-
2o(T)z- 10 13

10 12

X p(r)4vrr dr,BE(T)
(9)

where R~ is the average distance between the Sun and the
Earth. Ro denotes the solar radius. T(r) and p(r) are
the temperature and the mass density at the radius r, re-
spectively. o(T) = E~(kT/m). '~ represents the Doppler
broadening. I is the mass of the Fe nucleus. It should
be noted that the number of iron atoms per unit mass is
assumed to be uniform as in the framework of the stan-
dard solar model (SSM) [8], i.e., that N is independent of
r. In addition, the SSM provides the mass density and
the temperature as a function of the radius r, which are
necessary for calculating Eq. (9). The values of the func-
tions are taken from Table XVI in Ref. [8]. Thus Eq. (9)
can be evaluated if one fixes D, F, S, z, and f, . The
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FIG. 1. Differential Aux of the axion from the Sun. The
sharp peak corresponds to the axion emission from the Fe
deexcitation. The broad part of the differential Aux corresponds
to the axion generated through the Primakoff effect.
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Fe-57のM1遷移経由
でアクシオンを放出

実験室にあるFe-57
で吸収/脱励起により
14.4 keVを放出

XENON1Tはアクシオンの3種類（電子gae、光子gaγ、原子核gaN）の相互作用が混在

アクシオン - 原子核反応gaNに特化した検出方法で、アクシオンの性質を調べる

アクシオンと原子核
相互作用にのみ依存

アクシオンと原子核
相互作用に依存

アクシオンと光子
相互作用に依存

アクシオン-原子核反応(gaN)に特化した検出方法
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terms. go and g3 are defined as [12]
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decreases the axion energy by only about 1.9 X 10 eV
and the latter about 1.5 X 10 ' eV, which are negligibly
small compared with the width of the peak in Fig. 1.
In a laboratory, these axions would resonantly excite
Fe. The rate of the excitation is calculated as follows.

It is a reasonable approximation that d4(E, )/dE, =
A over the natural width of 7Fe, 6(10 neV), around
14.4 keV, because the width of the peak in Fig. 1 is
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FIG. 1. Differential Aux of the axion from the Sun. The
sharp peak corresponds to the axion emission from the Fe
deexcitation. The broad part of the differential Aux corresponds
to the axion generated through the Primakoff effect.
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axion-photon 
coupling

axion-N coupling Sun

Dependent on only 
axion-N coupling

Laboratory

Axion emitted by M1 transition of 
the excited 57Fe 57Fe*

X-ray
X-ray emitted by 
reverse reaction

ü Axions emitted by M1 transition of the excited 57Fe in the Sun
ü Detect X-rays from the reverse reaction in the 57Fe enriched foil 
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Pixel type X-ray detector (XRPIX)

ü XRPIX: SOI pixel sensor for the Japan 
led future X-ray astronomy mission
• 24.6 mm × 15.3 mm × 300 um 

(608×384 pixels)
• Each pixel has a trigger circuit 

which can achieve a 10 us time 
resolution

• High energy resolution : 590 eV 
(FWHM) @14.4 keV
• Goal : 250 eV FWHM

ü Anti-coincidence enables to reduce 
cosmic-ray backgrounds

T.G. Tsuru et al., Proc. SPIE 10709, (2018)
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Low-background readout system
ü Investigated the radioactive contamination in the former read-out board 

Y. Onuki et al., NIM-A, 924, 448-451 (2019)

238U(214Bi) 232Th(208Tl) 40K

Total (/board) ~64 mBq ~100 mBq ~76 mBq

• Dominant radioactivities : ① G10 board

Background from G10 board 
by Geant4

ü Rigid flexible readout system
• Flexible part without the glass epoxy 

around the XRPIX sensor
• Rigid part far away XRPIX sensor
• We have already confirmed that is 

working 
XRPIX

XRPIX

Flexible board
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Detector design
ü 4 XRPIX with rigid flexible 

readout boards
• Sandwich the 57Fe enriched 

foil (127 mg, 95.85% 
enrichment)

• Sandwich natural Fe foil for 
the background subtraction 
(2.119% natural abundance)

ü Passive shields (Cu and Pb) in 
the thermostat bath 

ü Anti-coincidence by position-
detectable plastic scintillators 

Ø After commissioning for one 
month, we will start the 
scientific run

Flexible board

Shielding by Pb blocks

57Fe foil

Natural 
Fe foil

Oxygen free copper Pb Shield Cooled temp
(213 K)

Anti-counter 
(position-
detectable 
plastic 
scintillators)
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Status of ISAI

CONSTRUCTION

2021 2022 2023

COMISSIONING SCIENCE RUNs

Measurement of ambient gamma-rays

Plastic scintillators under constructing

SiPMs

Passive shield design

Mock-up

ΔE=478eV
(FWHM)

13.9 keV

17.8 keV

XRPIX test 

Pb + Cu

CoGaMo
(CsI
gamma-ray 
detector)

24
.6
 m

m
15.3 mm

imagning

Clean booth & thermostat bath
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Expected sensitivity

XENON 1T band

• 57Fe mass : 127 mg
• Detection efficiency : 

15% @14.4keV
• Energy resolution : 250 

eV (FWHM)@14.4 keV
• Assuming only internal 

BG 

Ø Expected reach of the XENON1T band in half year observation
Ø Discovery sensitivity of the 3.1 sigma significance in two year for 50 eV 

mass
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Summary

ü Investigating Solar Axion by Iron-57 : ISAI
• Scientific goal is testing the axion-nuclear reaction (𝑔")) and 

complement measurement from the XENON1T result
• ISAI is using XRPIX sensor for the future X-ray astronomy mission
• Background reduction by the low background readout system and 

anti-coincidence
• We are going to start scientific observation from next year
• Expected to reach the XENON1T band in half year observation
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